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N.S. Clarke Transport rolls out Michelin tyres as original equipment 

across 30 new Volvos  

Staffordshire-based N.S. Clarke Transport has specified Michelin tyres as original equipment 

across 30 new Volvo FH 6x2 500hp tractors joining its fleet, praising the tyre company for its 

impressive pence per kilometre running costs.   

The new vehicles join a total fleet of 160 trucks and 125 trailers operating on a 100 per cent 

Michelin tyre policy – alongside the firm’s 10 specialist crane recovery trucks, which recover 

breakdowns and accident-damaged vehicles for Highways England from stretches of the M6 and 

M42 motorways. 

Key to its decision to specify Michelin was the manufacturer’s accidental damage guarantee, which 

provides financial protection in the event a tyre is damaged before it is 50 per cent worn. The 

guarantee is available on both original equipment and replacement tyres, provided they are 

registered on the Michelin MyAccount web portal within one month of purchase. 

Shaun Clarke, Director at N.S. Clarke Transport, says: “We always get impressive results with 

Michelin tyres which is why we pay a little extra to ensure we get them as original equipment. It’s 

money well spent, particularly when you factor in the tyre guarantee. 

“Our work can be fairly aggressive, with our short-length tippers and tankers operating fully-freighted 

more than 85 per cent of the time, which puts a lot of demands on our tyres. With Michelin, we know 

we get the best possible tyre life, and that translates into the best price per kilometre. Combined 

with the accidental damage guarantee, it means we are also able to protect our investment.” 

The company operates a multi-life Michelin policy, sending worn casings back to Michelin for 

retreading into Michelin Remix tyres, which offer virtually the same performance as new Michelin 

tyres – but cost around 40 per cent less. The firm’s worn Remix casings also hold a value for the 

customer, which sells them back to Michelin for remoulding as Encore retreads – ensuring the 

company has no end-of-life casings to dispose of.  

All tyres are supplied by Tructyre ATS and fitted by N.S. Clarke Transport’s own tyre fitters.  

N.S. Clarke Transport has been in operation since 1983 and operates a fleet of bulk tippers, bulk 

tankers, curtainsiders, flatbeds and a range of standard and temperature-controlled vans, alongside 

its recovery vehicles. The fleet can be on the road up to 24-hours-a-day, specialising in UK & 

European bulk transport. 

For further information on the Michelin commercial vehicle tyre range visit 

http://trucks.michelin.co.uk/  
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Michelin, the leading mobility company, is dedicated to enhancing its clients’ mobility, 
sustainably; designing and distributing the most suitable tyres, services and solutions for 
its clients’ needs; providing digital services, maps and guides to help enrich trips and 

travels and make them unique experiences; and developing high-technology materials that 
serve a variety of industries. Headquartered in Clermont-Ferrand, France, Michelin is 

present in 170 countries, has more than 127,000 employees and operates 69 tyre production 
facilities which together produced around 200 million tyres in 2019. (www.michelin.com) 

 

 
http://twitter.com/MichelinTruckUK  

 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/michelin-trucks-&-buses-tyres-europe  

 
https://www.youtube.com/user/Michelintrucktyres 

 

For further press information please contact: 

David Johnson, Michelin Press Office 

Tel: + 44 (0) 1782 402341 Email: d.johnson@michelin.com 

Dan Jones or James Keeler, Garnett Keeler PR, Inver House, 37-39 Pound Street,  

Carshalton, Surrey, SM5 3PG 

Tel: +44 (0)20 8647 4467   E-mail: dan.jones@garnettkeeler.com / james.keeler@garnettkeeler.com  
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